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Abstract: Despite of the reliable analysis method, the importance of backward balance (Kokutsu Detchi ) and what
result of performance quality or debase, but according to researcher’s knowledge and through his study of many
researches it have not been studied separately. Therefore the current study aims at the qualitative analysis of
backward balance performances fault as a support base for defense for (Kata Heian) group in karate sport, research
questions, what the rate of backward balance spreading? What is the rate and order of fault when teaching backward
balance posture? .the researcher used the descriptive approach (case study) using qualitative analysis, research
sample includes second class players (22 karate players) it was chosen intentionally from the professionals in Kata
Heian group, data collection tools, content analysis used to counting the spreading of backward balance, kinetic
analysis to identify performance fault, percentage and standard fault. The main results for the preliminary stage the
effect of its fault was 4.6 degree, the main stage 4.4 degree and the final stage has the greatest effect 5 degrees,
recommendations, concerning with the accurate performance as a basic influence to avoid the fault, offering the
coordinative exercises when preparing for backward balance teaching:
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INTRODUCTION are the incorrect performance of the technical aspects that

Basic skills in karate has its specialty because it muscular [3].
classified from the kinetic structure as one movement and Backward balance is one of the common postures in
do not repeated at the main phase, also we depends on karate (Kokutsu Detshi) which often be at the beginning,
the quality of the technical aspects to achieve the middle and the end of Kata, sometime it follow up with
required kinetic goal [1] and mostly it was linked between other offensive and defensive postures and skills but the
the single movements to create defensive or offensive commons property is that this position is a defensive one
sum called Kata. because the total body weight be back to be wary of

Kata divided into two groups, one is compulsory and competitor attack.
it called ( Shnai Kata) and the player has to play it This posture is difficult for beginners and novices
compulsory at second class championships which divided players because it require a difficult support on front
into Hein Kata group “ from 1-5” they are(Heian Shodan- thigh muscular and the failure in that posture result from
Heian Nedan- Heian Sandan- Heian Uondan- Heian the failure in the sequential skills when performing the
Godan) Faltake Choudan and the optional Kata group “ Kata and thus discount points from the player in Kata
Santay Kata”[2]. competition as well as when performing the fundamental

Compulsory Kata group (shnai Kata) especially Heian test (Kihon) and any fault in performance affect the total
group includes a lot of basic skills that play an important final result.
role in athlete progress. Where the skill non mastery  The international karate rule for Kata arbitration
exceeds the limit of points discount and cause player’s (article 5) refers to the standards of making decision and
injuries because one of the main reasons for common they are: the judiciary must consider the following to
injuries for players in the Egyptian Karate national league evaluate the competitors or the team: the actual

causes injures of ankle, knee and back and front thigh
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performance of Kata, understand the technical applied For that,the model of Gangstead and Beveridges [10]
methods ( Bonkai), the good timing, rhythm and speed, is considered highly appropriate for the nature of
balance and power concentration (Kemai) adequate and performance in Karate sport through the temporal
proper use of breathing to support power concentration (preparation-action - follow through) and body segment
(Kemai), well focusing of attention (Shakoghen) and (path of hub-Body weight-trunk action-head action-leg
focusing, proper postures (Datchi) and proper legs stretch action-arm action-impact/release) example the kata and
and feet in close contact with ground, proper abdomen kumite judgement [2, 4].
stretch (Hara) without moving the upper thigh upward or This model designed for focusing the analyzer
downward when moving, reviewing the proper form for attention on movement sequence or continuance, it is a
movements and postures ( Kihon), also the performance useful setting for observers whom suffer from the
should be evaluated from other distinguishing points, for difficulty of attention transformation toward different
Kata teams the conjunction without external allusion is parts of movement.
additional factor [4]. Both Gangestead and Beveridges models [6, 10] are

Kemai,   Shakoghen,    Datchi   Hara   and  Kihon suitable at the progressive observation of the coach when
enter  directly  in  the   overall   construction   of he notice each part of the skill apart the whole skill as
backward balance (Kokutsu Datchi ) and be the main gestalt perspective and affected that attention whether
reason for raising or decreasing the players points for its increasing or decreasing [11].
difficulty. The suitability of this model and skills observation in

It was noticed that it form a support base for turning Karate is due to the technical assessment by omitting or
rotations or the straight line and also serve as starting adding points to player’s scoring according to his basic
base for kicks, strikes and defenses, hence the position skills mastery through a general description of the
from the researcher point of view give indicator on fitness player’s performance such as performance intensity -
quality and skills mastery therefore we should concern direction and timing without detailed study of body
with it for its publicity and interlace with various skills segments [12] it depends on the coach or referee’s
that positively or negatively affected according to its experiences according to his knowledge of skills
quality. particularly it’s detailed parts, the used model makes you

The Alsibrnatik theory refers indicates that kinetic notice this objectivity when following this model.
teaching do not start from zero but it start by organizing Hay and Reid models [8, 9] are one of the best models
methods and models of behaviours, feedback adjustment for qualitative analysis through bio-mechanic as they
by arranging and organizing the response that can be distinguish or differentiate between qualitative and
modified, we can say that kinetic education is the special quantitative analysis, their models of the qualitative
process of feedback reorganization to control the Nervi analysis involved four steps (action observation, faults
motor technique and model to respond to new situation, determining, put a priorities for these faults, instructions
as this system can create movement towards the intended for players.
goal, discover the fault, use the error to reorganizing the The researcher find that using Gangstead and
feedback [5]. Beveridges models on such a way may give a possibility

Among the most accurate and suit model for the to get in accurate detail (s) in human body, thus, Hay and
nature of performance of Karate is the model of Gangstead Reid models with their three steps are the executive
and Beveridge [6] pedagogical observational models procedures to design forms for skill performance
emerged from the traditional qualitative analysis models assessment.
in kinesiology / biomechanics courses [7]. This model Therefore, in spite of the analysis method, the
focusing on observer’s attention on the temporal reliability of its results, the significant of backward
“preparation - action - follow through) and body segment balance and what result of performance quality or
(path of hub-body weight-trunk action-head action-leg demotion, but according to researcher’s knowledge and
action-arm action-impact/release) through his study of many researches it have not been

The next model is Hay and Reid [8, 9] as one of the studied separately
biomechanical comprehensive models involves four steps The present study aim Qualitative analysis of fault
(develop a model of the skill - observe Performance and backward balance (Kokutsu Detchi) as a base support for
identify faults - rank the priority of faults - instruct the attack and   defense  in  Kata   Heian  group  in  Karate,
performer). The Research questions, what is the prevalence  ratio  of
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backward balance position? What is the extent and order with   hand   side   defense   award   high  score
of the faults that appears when teaching backward among  the  other  skills  followed  by  backward
balance position? balance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS Therefore, according to the researcher experiences,

The researcher use the descriptive approach (case requirements for action and presenting to some experts
study) by using qualitative analysis, research sample and coaches, he list the number of faults that come upon
consists of (second class Karate’s players) it was the action and be of affect on the later training phases,
intentional sample, 2 professional players in performing adhering to the technical points determinants result from
Kata Heian group to getting out the performance Gangestead and Beveridge’s models, this points are the
techniques and another group chosen randomly involved occurrence of an error in timing of the performance stages
22 players to find out the faults. Tools of data collection (preliminary,  primary,  final)  and  in body parts as in
included, content analysis to count the spreading of (head-shoulders-trunk-elbows-hands-legs-feet) then the
backward balance, movement analysis to identify movement when turning from one posture to another
performance techniques through Gangestead and posture of the body parts or the whole body. Also,
Beveridge’s models and percentage and the standard Gangestead and Beveridge’s model is like the first
faults for the spreading and order of performance faults. executive step to indicate the faults to design assessment
Equations: form for the action of the above skills.

C Determining the level of fault influence.

A= agreeing percentage Video filmed (to calculate validity and stability) after
B= rejection percentage the obtaining of the relative effect in the light of experts
n= rejection percentage and specialist’s opinion, the player (2 subjects) were
sing 0.05 = SE X 1.96 filmed in their effort to do the skills in question
SE = Standard error sequentially, hence, twenty attempts were filmed :
Deletion faults = Agreeing percentage <  sing  0.05
(Tables 2- 5) C This film gives the possibility to review the video

evidence through the assistance of 10 Karate

ES = estimation of stage (Table 5) review the video and have a general view then
A= agreeing percentage Results (Tables 6, 7) indicate the mistake by marking them on the score

Tools: times as they wish to make sure of the mistakes) then

C Content analysis to analyze the 5 Heian Kats to know thus, we have an accurate indicate for mistakes to
the prevalence ratio of backward balance position. turn them to standardized scores.

C Qualitative analysis by Gangstead and Beveridges to C The less mistakes player made the high level he is,
know the details of performance throw the three keeping off the serious mistakes which may inherent
stages. to his future technique

C Assessment form

Steps to Design Faults Assessment Form: most common skills in Kata Heian group. 

C Determining the faults that come upon the technical Validity: It is clear from Table 1 that the distinction
points of body’s parts during the action of the most appears in T value for significant different at 0.01 between
common skills, because backward balance associated the average of high and low spring 

his reading in the specialized sources and the validity

referees; each referee shall observe 4 players only by

sheet (they have the right to review the film as many

calculate the total score of mistakes for each skill,

C Validity and stability of the assessment form for the
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Table 1: Arithmetic means and the standard deviation and T value between the scores of high and low quarter for the sample subjects when evaluating hand

side defense action (shuto-uke) (N= 12)

Sample Am SD Calculated T Significant 

High spring 13.2 2.3 3.0207 Significant at 0.01

Low spring 5.6 2.7

Table 2: Arithmetic means and the standard deviation and T value between the scores of first and second application on the sample subjects when evaluating

hand side defense action (shuto-uke)

Sample Am SD Calculated T Correlation Significant

1  application 9.8 1.3 1.512 0.835 Significant at 0.01st

2  application 9.1 0.79nd

Stability: It is clear from Table 2 that the correlation When performing the fourth Kata (Heian Uondan)
coefficient T is statistical significant and there are no you shall start with backward balance (left) associated
significant differences between the 1  and 2  application. with double defense with open hand and the action repeatst  nd

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION side kick then lift side kick the rotation action followed by

It was clear from Table 3 the different position of transition is by turn around then forward defense then at
backward balance posture in the five Kata Heian as the end of Kata by 33.33%, the fifth Kata (Heian Godan)
whole; we find it in the first Kata (Heian Shodan) is at the is at the beginning of the Kata (at left side) associated
end of the Kata and associated with hand side defense with Atsh Okey defense then Jakey Zokey attack, the
the transition is through rotational turn (turn around) with action is repeat at the right side then turning forward for
19.04%, in the second Kata (Heian Nedan) the position of double defense (Morteh okey), then repeat the situation
backward balance is at the beginning of the Kata (left at the end of the Kata by 21.73%. The whole action of
side) associated with double hand defense and repeat at Kokotsodatsh with hand side defense skill (shoto oki)
the right side. was by 12% from the rest of the skills.

Then follow by back kick then forward action then Table 4 indicates that the most common skills in
turning to repeat in four rotational/ turning sides compulsory Kata Heian group is the shuto-uke from
associated with hand side defense by 34.61% and then backward balance therfor it will be discussed for its
the third Kata (Heian Sandan) the start is by left backward spreading and difficulty in learning by 12% - oi- zuki by
balance associated with hand defense, the same action is 10.3 % - uchi-uke by 8.5% - gedan-barai by 7.7%, thus the
repeat on the right side then perform the forward balance importance of the above skills lay on being included not
position associated with Mota defense by 45%. only in the  compulsory  Kata  but  also  involved  in  the

on the left side then forward double defense then right

Kake Waky Aokey then followed by kicking and the

Table 3: Repetition and percentage of backward balance prevalent / spreading at Kata Heian group 

Repetition Heian kata group Number of movements Backward repetition Percentage

1 Heian Shodan 21 4 19.04

2 Heian Nedan 26 9 34.61

3 Heian Sandan 20 9 45

4 Heian Uondan 27 9 33.33

5 Heian Godan 23 5 21.73

Total 117 36 30.77 

Table 4: The Most Common Skills in the Heian kata group in Karate Heian Shodan - Heian Nedan- Heian Sandan- Heian Uondan- Heian Godan

Heian Skills Heian Shodan Heian Nedan Heian Sandan Heian Uondan Heian Godan E Commons Arrangement

shuto-uke 4 7 - 3 - 14 12 1

oi-zuki 7 - 2 2 1 12 10.3 2

uchi-uke - 2 6 - 2 10 8.5 3

gedan-barai 6 2 - - 1 9 7.7 4
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Table 5: Timing and the path sides of body’s segments participate in the action of hand side defense from backward balance (Heian group)

Stages
Body parts Initial position Preliminary Primary Final

Head Gedian Bray Look ahead to the opponent and be vertically on the shoulders 
shoulders Horizontal and follow trunk movement, fairly balanced 

Right elbow Make acute angle in front of the chest, By folding (up) the forearm Folding forearm in heel
moving out of the trunk from semi-acute to obtuse position while maintaining

angle with humerus  a semi-obtuse angle.

Right hand The hand is unfolded and following the movement of the Following the movement of the
thumb closed to palm of forearm during the winding and forearm making obtuse angle and
the hand facing the left ear. cutting in front of the body the Central is less than the

to meet the goal with outside edge level of right shoulder

Trunk Left side turning Turning right opposite the Opposite side of the competitor and
turning aside for a competitor perpendicular to the ground

Right knee Extend behind,approach Make obtuse angle to The obtuse angle in front of the
the angle of the left knee take a step forward trunk in the back equilibrium 

Right foot Shift from the outside Points forward Points forward
direction point to forward

Left elbow Make an acute angle in front of folding (up) the forearm by semi-obtuse angle upper arm with
the chest, under the right elbow semi- obtuse angle, upper arm the amount of grip away

away from the trunk with from the trunk
the amount of grip 

Left hand Unfolded and thumb closed on Following the movement of the Touching the trunk in the
the palm facing down the forearm in front of the body touching diaphragm almost and stability
right armpit torso the trunk in the diaphragm almost

Left knee Making of semi- right angle Maintain of semi-right angle, as Make semi-right angle in the front
as in front equilibrium in equilibrium and the direction equilibrium position and change

turn from front to aside the direction perpendicular and side
` on the metatarsal

Left foot Points forward Shift of direction to the outside left fore. Points to the outside with a list
of semi-angle of the leg

Touch the floor Contact on the ground as whole to be the right foot the fore in the path perpendicular to the heel of the left foot towards
the outside path

Table 6: Average and order of backward balance faults associated with hand side defence (N=22) 

Serial numbers The most affect and continuity Faults Agreement rate Standard Faults Significant level 0.05 Fault order

1 Turning from front to backward balance 36.4 10.3 20.1 -
2 One shoulder bend 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
3 No simultaneous in forearm turning in

long axis and front body fragment 63.6 9.6 18.8 2
4 Fingers apart 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
5 Trunk back bowing 54.5 10.1 19.9 4
6 Legs are not close together for forward move 63.6 9.6 18.8 2
7 Unstable equilibrium 68.2 9.2 18 1
1 Hand side touch the competitor (look down) 31.8 9.6 18.8 -
2 Over defender arm extension 68.2 9.2 18 1
3 Hand joint defence instead of hand side 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
4 Trunk not turning outside 45.5 10.2 19.9 4
5 No simultaneity in motion between hand, trunk and legs 63.6 9.6 18.8 2
1 Both feet in two parallel line 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
2 Front instep inward 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
3 Excessive decrease or increase in pelvis 50 10.2 19.9 4
4 Hand fingers apart 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
5 Front arm outside the trunk 63.6 9.6 18.8 2
6 Defender hand over the shoulder 59.1 9.9 19.4 3
7 Trunk unstable at vertical posture 68.2 9.2 18 1
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Table 7: Assessment form for backward balance faults associated with hand side defence (N=22)

Performance stages Technical points Agreement percentage Fault effect

Preliminary One shoulder bend 59.1 0.73
No simultaneous in forearm turning in long axis (longitude) and front body fragment 63.6 0.79
Hand fingers apart 59.1 0.73
Trunk Back bend 54.5 0.67
Legs are not close together for forward move 63.6 0.79
Unstable equilibrium 68.2 0.84

Total 404.5 4.6

Primary Over defender arm extension 68.2 1.27
Defence by hand joint instead of hand side 59.1 1.1
Trunk not turning outside 45.5 0.85
No simultaneity in motion between hand, trunk and legs 63.6 1.19

Total 268.6 4.4

Final Both feet in two parallel line 59.1 0.71
Front instep inward 59.1 0.71
Excessive decrease or increase in pelvis 50 0.6
Fingers apart 59.1 0.71
Front arm outside the trunk 63.6 0.76
Defender hand over the shoulder 59.1 0.71
Trunk unstable at vertical posture 68.2 0.82

Total 418.18 5

(Kihon) basic / principals test and also included in the stages the big actions presented in (one shoulder
educational fighting element which is like a preparation bent, Trunk back bend) the simple action as in
player to actual fight, this skill require adjustment as it (fingers apart, legs are not close together and forearm
consider the first contact of the player with sport skills turning in no simultaneously are the key reasons that
and any ignore or neglecting of the fault in these skills will make the effect coefficient of its mistakes reached 4.6
affect the adjustments of similar skills in the coming points.
training stages. Thus, this was the answer for the first C The major action in body has the greatest effect on
question (what are the most common skills?) the action failing at the basic stage as in the over arm

It is clear from Table 5 that the beginning and the end extension / stretching, the trunk not moving outside.
of performance depends obviously on support base Then the light actions as in case of defending by
formed by legs and using Gangestead and Beveridge’s hand joint instead of hand side, no simultaneity in
models give the possibility to getting in to accurate motion between hand, trunk and legs and thus the
details and extensive knowledge of the technical sides effect of mistakes for this stage is 4.4 degree 
that form the basic to identify the positive manner of C In the final stage, the major action was in Excessive
performance and therefore identify its opposite easily. decrease or increase of pelvis, the light action

It is clear from Table 6 that two faults related to presented in fingers, hands, balance and arms and
seeing and head move1ment are omitting and the faults in the effect of mistakes at that stage was the highest
the anterior order are concerning balance and motion one (5 degrees).
synchronism of body parts. C Therefore, the light action in the whole posture has

It is clear from Table 7 that after omitting the the create effect more than the major performance
unaffected and uncommon faults the effect of the final according to what was shown in Tables 2 and 3. Even
stage  Faults  are  the  highest  affect  level followed by some light mistakes such as stable equilibrium and
the preliminary stages and then the primary one the simultaneity are just misconduct and failing in

CONCLUSION

C These mistakes that come upon backward balance
presented in specific reasons related to the big action C Concerning with the actions of the big body parts as
(the action of the major/ big muscles) and the small shoulders and trunk as a key influencing factor to
action (of the small muscles). As in the preliminary avoid any mistakes 

light performance. 
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